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Abstract: Air pollution can be defined presence of harmful or hazardous substances in the air which
deteriorate the quality of air. As we are moving ahead in future the environment is getting polluted day by day
due to these biological molecules and harmful gases. These pollutant causes diseases, allergy, etc and death as
well. The main aim of this article is to study data mining and machine learning algorithms for predicting air
pollutants, especially PM2.5 .So as to control the emission of these harmful substances This is a scientific
approach for predicting PM2.5 level in the air using a data set containing different attributes.
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___________________________________________________________________________
I.

INTRODUCTION

Particulate matter can either be human made or can occur naturally. It is a combination of solid and liquid
particles that are suspended in air and are hazardous for the life on earth. Its formed during combustion of solid
and liquid fuels.
Fine particulate matter of size 2.5 (PM2.5) is an air pollutant that is of great concern for human health when its
level in the air uprises.4 . It reduces visibility as the air becomes cloudy at high values. Various machine
learning algorithms are used to detect particulate matter and predict PM2.5 based on given input data. The
primary reason to choose machine learning to predict air particulate matter , was its ability to collect the data
from sensor and perform action to predict the output and adapt to the algorithms.
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning are new area of interest since last couple of years. In science of
machine learning the system take its own decision unlike the traditional method of doing its as per the program
written by programmer. And gradually it has influenced all aspect of our life. Machine learning 10 has become a
key part starting from early stage start up companies to large platform of vendors.
For this we need useful data to fit machine learning algorithms. This is where Data Mining comes to our rescue.
Data mining is a fundamental approach to extract important data or insights from the raw data set. Data mining
can also be used to explore large data, the most frequent set of patterns in a dataset. The main goal of the data
mining process can be used to extract useful information data from a huge collection of data and to transform it
into an explainable framework for further use. Data mining 1 is also used for prediction, identification,
classification and optimization. Data mining is also defined as the extraction of hidden predictive knowledge
from a large data set. By applying data mining techniques to air pollution analysis and pollutant prediction are
possible and the causes of air pollution can be identified
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II.

LITERATURE VIEW

Table no 1 : Shows literature survey
Sr No

Title

Authors

Methodology

1

Air
Quality
Index
Prediction
Using
Simple
Machine
Learning Algorithms

KostandinaVeljanovska,
Dimoski

Angel

They have compared data mining techniques which include
supervised machine algorithms such as k-nearest neighbor (kNN), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Decision Tree
(DT) and one unsupervised algorithm Neural Network
(NN).They also calculated the accuracy of each algorithm
with different values for validation and testing and compared
them

2

Detection
Prediction
Pollution
Machine
Models

and
Air
using
Learning

Aditya C R, Chandana R
Deshmukh, Nayana D K, Praveen
Gandhi Vidyavastu

They reviewed logistic regression in this research paper for
modelling using .Logistic function is used to predict the air
pollution. Based in the function the system detects whether the
air is polluted (0) or not polluted (1). Also they compared the
logistic regression with other model and it was found that
logistic regression is best suited amongst all

A systematic review of
data
mining
and
machine learning for air
pollution epidemiology

MohomedShazanMohomedJabbar,
OsmarZaïane& Alvaro OsornioVargas

3

of

They have stated the exact review of data mining and machine
learning algorithms and its paradigms as well as how to
choose a perfect fitting model based on different aspect

DATA MINING TECHNIQUES
1 Decision Tree
Decision tree8 is a decision support tool which has tree like structure of decision and their consequences. They
are commonly used in operation research ,specially in decision analysis which decides which strategy is best
suited to achieve the designated goal. Its also a popular Machine learning algorithm.
2 Neural Network
An Artificial Neural Network(ANN)6can also be called as Neural Network. ANN isthe most efficient and
popular approach in computing field. It is a collection of units or neurons called artificial neurons which are
inter-connected to forms the network like structure to get the desired output. A neurons receives the signal ,
process it and can signal the next neuron connected to it. They are characterized and aggregated into different
layers. Different layer performs different processing . The signal travels from first layer to last layer.
3 Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine (SVM) 3 is a simple algorithm that every machine learning expert should know.Many
prefer SVM because it produces significant precision with less processing power. The goal of the SVM
algorithm is finding a hyperplane in n-dimensional space that obviously classifies the data point. Hyperplanes
are decision boundaries that help us classify data points. Data points that are closest to the hyperplane which can
influence its alignment are called support vectors. By using support vectors, we increase the scope of the
classifier.
4 Random Forest
Random forests 7 is part of supervised learning approaches, used for the classification as well as regression
problems . The objective of this approach are multiple collections of tree-structured classifiers. Random forest is
a learning method. It is used when size of dataset is sizeable and the bulky input variables approximately in
hundreds or thousands

III.

METHODOLOGY

System has two phases:
1. Training :
The model is trained by giving input data from dataset and fitting the model we choose
accordingly
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2.

Testing :
The model is given the inputs and is tested whether its working or not . Then the accuracy is
determined.
Hence data given to the system for training and testing purpose must be appropriate 1 Appropriate Algorithms
must be in each phase as we are designing the system to predict the PM2.5
1 Data Collection
In this step the raw data of air pollutant is collected from sensors1 . The dataset contains many attributes.
2 Data Preprocessing
Data preprocessing is a crucial step in the data mining 1 . In this step we process and modify the data which by
eliminating redundant values, selecting right attributes, etc.
It is a process of preparing the raw data and making it appropriate for a machine learning model.
3 Model Estimation and Building
In this step we actually build a model to prediction of the PM2.5 on the basis of NO2, SO2, CO,O3, C6H6,
PM10, humidity and temperature 1 . Here we split the processed data into particular ratio into two parts i.e.
training and test set.
Then we apply machine learning algorithms on training set for building the model. After that we apply test data
on the trained model.
4 Interpretation and Visualisation
In this step we predicted air pollutant using the data provided and visualize by using different charts and graphs
1
.
1 DATA COLLECTION

2 DATA PREPROCESSING

3 MODEL ESTIMATION
AND BUILDING
4 INTREPRETATION AND
VISUALISATION

Figure 1 : Flow Chart
The algorithms used for predicting air particulate matter are as follows:
1: RANDOM FOREST
Algorithm :
Step 1 Importing dataset
Step 2 Data preprocessing
Step 3 Feature scaling
Step 4 Splitting data set into training and test set
Step 5 Training the Random Forest model on the Training set
Step 6 Predicting the Test set results
Step 7 Making the Confusion Matrix(to predict accuracy)
Step 8 Visualizing the Test set results

2: ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK (ANN)
Algorithm:
Step 1 Importing dataset
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Step 2 Data preprocessing
Step 3 Feature scaling
Step 4 Splitting data set into training and test set
Step 5 Building ANN
Step 6 Adding the input layer and the first hidden layer
Step 7 Adding the second hidden layer
Step 8 Adding the output layer
Step 9 Training the ANN
Step 10 Predicting the Test set results
Step 11 Making the Confusion Matrix(to predict accuracy)
Step 10 Visualizing the Test set results

IV.

RESULTS

Figures shows the comparison between the Actual output and predicted output of PM2.5 here PM2.5 is
predicted on the basis of all other air pollutants.

Figure 2: Comparison Graph between Actual PM2.5 and Predicted PM2.5 by using Random Forest
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Figure 3: Comparison Graph between Actual PM2.5 and Predicted PM2.5 by using ANN

V.

ANALYSIS

Random forest is has more accuracy of 91.06% than Artificial Neural Network which has accuracy of 87.5%. 7 .

Figure 4 : Accuracy Histogram

VI.

CONCLUSION

Now a days as we proceed into future due to increase in the industrialization the air quality is degrading day
by day, which has worsen the effect of it on human being. Hence work air quality prediction is very important
specially when it comes to India. In this research various basically random forest and ANN machine learning
algorithms are used for prediction of PM2.5.Amongst which random forest was more accuracy rate.

VII.

FUTURE WORK

The efficiency of the system can be increased by integrating it with upcoming advanced learning algorithms in
future to increase the accuracy.
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